Michael Dunn, Ph.D.
Michael died suddenly 8/5/21 as he was being discharged at Stanford where he had been
treated for a UTI. Although he was in a hospital and intervention was swift, he could not be
revived.
Michael was President of PSWC for 1989-90. He received the Essie Morgan Excellence
Award (now called The Essie Morgan Lecture) in 1998.
Michael was enrolled in an experimental
psychology graduate program when he
suffered a SCI in a motorcycle accident.
He switched to clinical psychology after being
inspired by a rehabilitation psychologist
during his own rehabilitation.
With this dual academic background, he
became a leader in SCI Psychology and
authored and co-authored many journal
articles including:
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Michael wrote, directed and acted in one scene in an early 1980s
patient education video: Psychosocial adaptation to SCI, along with a
discussion guide.

Michael was a valued mentor and friend to many in ASCIP. He collected
a massive library of cartoons for his many podium presentations that
he shared daily on the Division 22 list serve, and separately, for a few
years after he retired from the Palo Alto VA SCI Service. Michael began
his career at Palo Alto VA approximately 1973 and retired about 2005.
After retirement, he continued to consult on various research projects
around the country. He also took classes and pursued hobbies despite a
few medical setbacks related to tetraplegia.

.
THANK YOU Michael for being such a
dynamic, energetic, motivated contributor
to the field of Spinal Cord Injury as a
Rehabilitation Psychologist, Researcher, and
Mentor, and other domains you certainly
influenced. You are a great model for all of
us, in many ways.

